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Nicholas Carrier0 and David Gelernter, How to Write Parallel Programs: A First 
Course (MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, 1990) 232 pages 
Chapter I: Introduction. What ?. Why? (Parallelism. Coordination). How?. Chapter 2: Basic Paradigms 
for Coordination. Introduction. Paradigms and methods (The paradigms. The programming methods). 
Where to use each?. An example. A methodology: how do the three techniques relate?. Where are the 
basic techniques supported?. Chapter 3: Basic Data Structures. Linda. The basic distributed data struc- 
tures. Structures with identical or indistinguishable elements (Message passing and live data structures). 
Chapter 4: Performance Measurement and Debugging. Introduction. Debugging (Software tools for 
debugging. Tuplescope. Logical problems in parallel debugging). Performance (Modelling the behavior 
of parallel programs). Chapter 5: Putting the Details Together. Result parallelism and live data struc- 
tures. Using abstraction to get an efficient version. Comments on the agenda version. Specialist 
parallelism. Conclusions. Chapter 6: Databases: Starting with Agenda. Big issues. Problem: database 
search. The problem description. The sequential starting point. A first parallel version. Second version: 
Adding “Flow Control*‘. Third parallel version. Performance analysis. Conclusions. Chapter 7: 
Mar.-ices: S?arring with Result. Big issues. Problem: the wavefront computation of a matrix. The result- 
parallel approach. A result = agenda transformation (Granularity. An agenda-style solution. What 
should the sub-blocks look like?. Task scheduling). Back to the original database problem. And the 
denouement: hybrid search. Conclusions. Chapter 8: Networks: Starting with Specialist. Big issues. The 
data-stream analysis problem. The process trellis architecture. The specialist parallel approach. A 
specialist = agenda transformation. Static scheduling and realtime (A realtime scheduling algorithm). 
Conclusions. Chapter 9: Coordinated Programming. And now for something completely different (Two 
classical problems. A solution. The readers/writers problem). The meeting maker (The problem. The 
general form of a solution. Implementing the system. Characteristics of the solution: distribution). 
Frank Wattenberg, Personal Mathematics and Computing: Tools for the Liberal 
Arts (MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, 1990) 556 pages 
PART I: LEARNING TO PROGRAM. Chapter 1: Eight Programming Projects. Turning on and PRINTing. 
Free lunches and time travel. When is $l,OOO,OOO a million dollars?. Tall buildings and linear functions. 
The property tax, I. The property tax, II. Experimenting with the laws of chance. Some investigations 
into jury selection. PART II: USING PERSONAL MATHEMATICS. Chapter 2: Probability and Statistics. Some 
basic probability theory. A matter of taste. A better method. A winning strategy in roulette. Polls. The 
Bell-shaped curve. The Baltimore LIFE experiment. Chapter 3: Economic Models. The law of supply 
and demand. Changing prices. Variations on a theme. Inflation. Decisions. Game theory, I. Game 
theory, II. Chapter 4: Optics. Mirrors and a mathematical tool. Reflections in flat mirrors. Reflections 
in curved mirrors. Funhouse mirrors and light caustics. Refraction. Reality and ,n optical paradox. 
Chapter 5: Local Aid Distribution. The Lilies and towns of Massachusetts. Measures of disparity. The 
lottery formula. Target formulas. The gap. Data snooping and sigma notation. Linear regression. 
Multiple regression and THE FORMULA. Chapter 6: Population Models. Exponentiai models. The 
